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                Buy here! https://littlebabybox.co.uk/products/simply-for-flying-logbook-1

              

            

              
                3rd  Edition out now! 

              

            

              
                The original passport size logbook

              

            

              
                Established in 2012

              

            

              
                Now with stickers!
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The Perfect Keepsake for today's young traveller!

              



  
    Find out more!
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Join the Simply For Flying Community!

              



  
    Find out more
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Start recording your flying adventures now!

              



  
    Pre-Order here!
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Welcome to 
Simply For Flying 

              
              

                  Become one of a select group of flying enthusiasts and possess your very own personal flight logbook!

This is sure to be a fun and enjoyable way of documenting your many flying adventures!  
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Why Simply For Flying?
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                          Worldwide shipping
                        

                          We ship logbooks from several locations around the world to get the logbook to you as conveniently as possible. This also assists in reducing the carbon footprint of the logbook being delivered to you.
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                          Logbook Design
                        

                          The 1st edition was published in 2012  tailored specifically to the young flying enthusiast. Easy to handle weighing 110g and similar in size to a passport. The first of its kind!
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                          Bookmark
                        

                          Each logbook comes with two inserted bookmarks. A message to the owner of the logbook and the other for the Captain + Crew. 
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                          *NEW* Stickers
                        

                          The 3rd edition now comes with 3 sticker sheets which have been inserted in the rear pocket. A lovely way for the logbook owner to decorate their logbook and celebrate the miles flown!

                        



          


    









  
        
          Watch our video
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Pilots Have A Say!

      
      
        Ever wondered what it's like to be a pilot?
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Testimonials

      
  


  
    
      
        
          
            
                
                    
                        

                    
                    
                        
We're on book 2 and it's given my son the chance to visit the pilots in the cockpit so many times. Such a beautiful memory maker too!

                    
                            @passportsandadventures
                        



          

        

      
        
          
            
                
                    
                        

                    
                    
                        
Size wise it's perfect as it fits in the passport wallet. Perfect baby present too for all the new travellers.

                    
                            Susan Park
                        



          

        

      
        
          
            
                
                    
                        

                    
                    
                        
I was gifted one for my little girl and it has been amazing to document her flights and has also given her VIP access to visit the pilots to collect it!

                    
                            @boldtraveller
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Pre-Order 
Now!

                  

                  
                      The Simply for Flying Logbook  is making a comeback September 2023. 
Secure your logbook ahead of the others by leaving your details  below.
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